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if you are in need of a fast and easy-to-use app to hide all icons from your windows desktop, then fences
from stardock is a great way to do this. fences works with all window’s, linux, and mac os desktop

environments. it is also compatible with the apple mac os x operating system. fences is a visual docking
app that can hide and show dock windows and offers customisation options. this application is available

for free. fences is one of the few tools that you can now use to quickly dock your windows 7, vista, 8, and
10 desktop and windows device. if you are using windows 10, you can now dock your windows 10 device
or desktop to any side of your screen. with stardock fences, you can set the dock to automatically hide or
stay hidden when the mouse is placed over the dock. this application will also dock and hide its self when
the system is idle for a specific amount of time. with stardock fences, you can quickly dock and hide your
windows and virtual desktops. in addition, it also has a number of other unique features. this tool makes
use of a number of features and controls, including a window shade feature, minimizing and maximizing
all windows, and the ability to convert open windows to dock states and vice versa. it is also easy to set

up and use. fences is a device for painting, arranging and editing symbols at the computing device.
fences is a superb device for editing symbols at the computing device. it provides very high-quality

editing options for editing icons. the most significant attribute is this is a desktop enhancing application.
it’s one of the most flexible desktop enhancing applications for your desktop. it is a device for you to

paint, arrange and edit symbols at the computing device. you can add, delete, and put up with symbols.
you will find a characteristic named as the fences. the software program fences works with any number
of symbols. hence, you can create your own symbol with the most useful attributes in a minimal time.
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